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Abstract: We theoretically demonstrate the generation and detection of 
broadband multi-channel Orbital Angular Momentum(OAM) by a 
micrometer-scale meta-reflectarray. The meta-reflectarray composed of 
patterned silicon bars on a silver ground plane can be designed to realize 
phase modulation and work as chip-level OAM devices. Compared to 
traditional methods of OAM generation and detection, our approach shows 
superiorities of very compact structure size, broadband working wavelength 
(1250-1750nm), high diffraction efficiency (~70%), simultaneously 
handling multiplex OAMs, and tunable reflection angle (0-45°). These 
fascinating advantages provides great potential applications in photonic 
integrated devices and systems for high-capacity and multi-channel OAM 
communication. 
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1. Introduction 

Optical vortex (OV) is an special light with spiral phase distribution around its travel axis and 
a phase singularity for the uncertainty of phase in the center [1–3]. Its spiral phase factor 
exp(ilθ), l for topological charge and θ for azimuth angle, makes each photon have the orbital 
angular momentum(OAM) of lh [4,5]. Theoretically, as the value of l increases, the OAM of 
photon has infinite value. Consequently, as a new degree of freedom for information encoding 
and decoding, OAM has been proved to have significant potential in free-space optical 
communication system to realize high-capacity and multi-channel communications [6–10]. 
The practical applications of OAM will probably require photonic integrated devices and 
circuits for miniaturization, improved performance, and enhanced functionality. However, 
most traditional methods of OAM’s generation and detection are based on large-sized optical 
devices such as spatial light modulator and fork gratings [11,12], which are only suitable for 
large communication systems rather than the intergrated lab-on-chip systems. Therefore, to 
address this problem, the research of chip-level OAM’s generation and detection device has 
become a hotspot [8,13]. 
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As a candidate of chip-scale OAM devices, recently, a type of tiny and ultrathin interfaces 
called “metasurface” has been presented [14–17]. The metasurface consisting of specially 
designed patterns of nano-antennas, can realize modulations on optical phase and amplitude 
over a broad wavelength range. Such properties of metasurface make it a very valuable 
micrometer-scale device in many novel optical applications, such as anomalous refraction and 
reflection [18], aberration-free lenses and axicons [19], micrometer-scale quarter wavelength 
plate [20], photonic spin hall effect [21], and optical vortex generations [22–26]. 

In this letter, for the first time, we introduce metasurface to OAM communication field. 
The OAM communication requires generating and detecting a large number of OVs for 
multiplexing [6, 8], but most previous studies of metasurfaces only showed the generation of 
a single OV [22–26], not designed for practical applications of OAM communication. Thus, 
here we first design the metasurface-based OAM devices for communication applications, and 
investigate the generation and detection for multiple OVs with different OAMs by finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) method. Our designs are based on a type of metasurface 
called “meta-reflectarray” [24], which consists of patterned silicon bars attached on a PMMA 
layer over a silver film to realize phase modulation on the reflected beam. Insead of using 
large-size polarization filter to filter out useless reflected light [24], we design a gradient 
phase in our meta-reflectarray, which make the signal light output in a tunable reflection angle 
and keep the device in micrometer size. Such meta-reflectarray benefits from the low-loss 
dielectric nano-antennas, thereby achieving higher efficiency than many other metasurfaces 
composed of metallic nano-antennas [18–22]. Through studying the reflectance spectrum of 
designed meta-reflectarray, we reveal that such generated OV array has a maximum 
diffraction efficiency of ~70% and a broad bandwidth from 1250nm to 1750nm (covers the 
communication wavelengths of 1310nm and 1550nm). Finally, besides multi-OAM’s 
generation, we also demonstrate the valuable capability of multi-OAM’s detection in our 
meta-reflectarray. Compared to traditional methods of multi-OAM’s generation and detection, 
our approach has various advantages, including the very compact structure size for integrated 
devices, generation and detection for multiplex OAMs, high diffraction efficiency, broadband 
working wavelength, and tunable reflection angle. Thus, our research has great potential 
applications for chip-level high-efficiency high-capacity OAM communication and 
modulation devices. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of a 3 × 3 OV array generated by a meta-reflectarray. The meta-reflectarray 
contains 8 kinds of Si-bars providing an incremental phase shift of π/4 [24], including four 
sizes (length l = 425nm, width w = 200nm; l = 435nm, w = 225nm; l = 450nm, w = 250nm; l = 
475nm, w = 275nm) and two inclined ± 45 degree by horizontal direction. The thickness and 
permittivity of silicon, PMMA, silver layers are 380nm, 200nm, 800nm and 12.376, 2.25, 
86.642 + 4.371i (at 1550nm), respectively. The incident light is an s-polarized Gauss beam 
with a wavelength range from 1250nm to 1750nm, and the reflected OV array is p-polarized. 
The size of whole meta-reflectarray is about 40 × 40μm2, containing 60 × 60 Si-bars with 
period size 650 × 650nm2. 
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2. Generation of OAM array 

In Fig. 1, we show a schematic of generating a 3 × 3 OV array by meta-reflectarray. The 
meta-reflectarray is a designed pattern of silicon-bars attached on a PMMA layer over a silver 
film. Here the single Si-bar can be considered as a dielectric resonator, and its resonance 
generates a phase shift to reflected beam from 0 to 2π depending on its size and orientation 
[24]. Thus we can design an accurate distribution of Si-bars with different sizes and 
orientations to get the desired phase distribution, such as spiral phase for generating single 
OV or complex vortex gratings for generating OV arrays [11]. 

As shown in Fig. 1, when an s-polarized Gaussian beam is vertically incident onto the 
meta-reflectarray, a part of incident light coupled to the resonance of Si-bars is modulated in 
phase and converted to orthogonal p-polarization (denoted as cross-polarization) due to the 
resonance, and then reflected to form the designed 3 × 3 OV array; while the other part is 
directly reflected without phase modulation and keeps the s-polarization (denoted as co-
polarization). Since only the cross-polarized part carries the useful modulated phase, it is 
important to suppress the co-polarized part which is considered as useless background light 
and may disorder the generated OV array. In previous reports [24, 27, 28], researchers used a 
polarization filter to filter out the co-polarized reflected light, however, the large-size filter 
device is unsuitable for chip-scale communication systems. To solve this problem, here we 
add a gradient phase to the meta-reflectarray (Fig. 2(a)) and realize tilt reflection of the cross-
polarized light just like a blazed grating, while the co-polarized part remains normal 
reflection, therefore the co- and cross-polarized parts are separated in different reflection 
angles. 

The phase hologram of meta-reflectarray for generating 3 × 3 OV array is shown in Fig. 
2(a), and the corresponding Si-bar distributions at central part are presented in Fig. 2(b). 
Through designing different phase holograms, we can generate OV array with arbitrary 
amount and OAM distribution. In Figs. 2(c)-2(e), we show examples of generated 3 × 3, 4 × 4 
and 5 × 5 OV arrays at 1550nm wavelength with different OAMs. The reflection angle for all 
OV array is chosen as 16.5 degree (optimized for better OV pattern) due to the gradient phase. 

 

Fig. 2. Different amounts of OV array generated by meta-reflectarray. (a) Phase hologram of 
meta-reflectarray combined by a 2-dimentinal Dammann vortex grating for generating 3 × 3 
OV array and a gradient phase for tilt reflection. (b) Central part of meta-reflectarray in (a), 
including Si-bars (blue rectangles) and PMMA layer (light blue background). (c) - (e) are 
generated 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5 OV arrays at 1550nm wavelength with corresponding topological 
charges l = −4~4, −8~8 and −12~12, respectively. The reflection angle of center point of all 
OV arrays is 16.5 degree. 

3. Broadband and tunable reflection angle of meta-reflectarray 

Conventional OAM’s generation and detection devices based on dielectric gratings or spiral 
phase plate are usually suitable for a single wavelength [29,30], while the meta-reflectarray 
studied here has a valuable broadband response for a wide range around communication 
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wavelength (1550nm). To demonstrate such an advantage, we show the OAM array pattern 
generated in different wavelengths and the corresponding reflectance spectra of the meta-
reflectarray in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) presents the cross-polarized 3 × 3 OV array in the 
wavelength of 1250nm, 1500nm, 1600nm and 1750nm, respectively, using different colors for 
visualizing the different wavelengths. These results verify that the meta-reflectarray has the 
ability of generating OV array in a wide range of ~500nm in wavelength. Such broadband 
response is due to the fact that each Si-bar has isolated resonant modes along long and short 
axis [24], and combination of these resonant modes in a periodic structure broadens the 
resonant response in spectrum. It is also observed that the generated OV array between 1500 
and 1600nm are better than other wavelength, because the structure parameters of Si-bars in 
meta-reflectarray are mainly optimized for the communication wavelength of 1550nm. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) 3 × 3 OV array patterns obtained in the wavelength of 1250nm, 1500nm, 1600nm 
and 1750nm, respectively. (b) Reflectance as a function of incident wavelength range from 
1250 to 1700nm. The solid lines are for normal reflection and dotted lines for tilt reflection of 
both co- (blue) and cross-(red) polarizations. (c) Far-field OV array intensity distribution as a 
function of reflection angle for both co- and cross-polarizations. (d) Uniformity of 2 × 2~5 × 5 
OV arrays generated by meta-reflectarray. Energy percentage means the ratio of each OV’s 
energy to the total incident energy. 

The reflection spectra of the meta-reflectarray are shown in Fig. 3(b), where the red and 
blue curves represent the cross and co-polarized components. The reflection coefficient of co- 
and cross-polarized components of reflected beam is defined as rco and rcross, respectively, thus 
the corresponding normalized reflectance is |rco|

2 and |rcross|
2, respectively. We calculated the 

reflectance for both normal reflection (without gradient phase) as solid curves and tilt 
reflection (with gradient phase) as dotted curves. For the normal reflection, the diffraction 
efficiency (defined as ratio of the energy of reflected OV array to the total incident energy) of 
cross-polarized 3 × 3 OV array could reach almost 70% around 1600nm and maintain a broad 
peak, while the co-polarized part is strongly suppressed in that region. It is noted that here the 
nonuniform distribution of Si-bars with different sizes and orientations generates complex 
resonant modes with lots of useless scattering, and thus causes lower diffraction efficiency 
than the case of uniform Si-bars distribution with same resonant mode reported in [24]. For 
the tilt reflection, we add a gradient phase in the meta-reflectarray to get a tunable reflection 
angle from 0 to 45 degree for the cross-polarized OV array, in order to separate the co- and 
cross-polarized parts of reflected beam. The diffraction efficiency of the tilt reflection case 
still maintains a broad peak, but is lower than that of normal reflection, due to the fact that the 
gradient phase makes the resonant mode of whole structure more complicated, and thus 
induces more useless scattering. The intensity distribution as a function of reflection angle for 
the tilt reflection case is shown in Fig. 3(c). We can see that there are three peaks in the cross-
polarized part at the angles of 10, 30 and 45 degree, respectively, in accordance with the three 
rows of 3 × 3 OV array. For the co-polarized reflected beam, the designed meta-reflectarray 
has no modulation effect and only serves as a mirror, hence the peak of co-polarized part only 
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appears at 0 degree. As a result, we achieve the separation of orthogonal polarizations without 
additional large-size optical polarization filter devices. 

Based on the General Snell’s law [14]: ntsinθt−nisinθi = λ/Τ, we can control the reflection 
angle based on the phase abrupt of metasurface. T is the space length corresponding to phase 
change from 0 to 2π in gradient phase, here presenting as a length of several periods which 
induces phase change from 0 to 2π. θi and θt are incident angle and reflection angle, while ni 
and nt are the refractive indices of the two media: PMMA and air, respectively. λ is the free-
space wavelength. In our calculation model, incident angle is 0, nt = 1, thus we can simplify 
the equation as: sinθt = λ/Τ. Consequently, at a fixed wavelength, we can change T to turn the 
reflection angle θt at a range from 0 to 45 degree in 1550nm, and such method is also suitable 
for other wavelengths. Finally, to validate the uniformity of each OV’s energy at different 
topological charges, averaged energy percentage of each OV with standard deviation for 2 × 
2, 3 × 3, 4 × 4 and 5 × 5 OV arrays generated by designed meta-reflectarray are calculated 
and shown in Fig. 3(d), which presents little deviation and good uniformity for all OV arrays. 

4. Detection of OAMs 

Besides generating OV array, meta-reflectarray can also be used to detect multiple OVs with 
different OAMs. The schematic of OAM detection is basically same as the generation setup 
shown in Fig. 1, except replacing the incident Gauss beam to single or multiple coaxial OVs 
as incident beam. When an OV with topological charge l is incident onto meta-reflectarray, it 
will be restored to a bright Gauss point at a particular location (corresponding to topological 
charge -l) of the far-field OV array, while other locations still hold the ring of OV with a dark 
center. Therefore, through detecting the bright or dark spots at the center of each OV, we can 
identify topological charges of incident OVs. In order to verify feasibility of OAM detection 
using meta-reflectarray, we utility both single OAM and multi-OAMs as incident beam onto 
the meta-reflectarray. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Figures 4(a)-4(b) demonstrate the 
single OAM detection with incident topological charge l = −1 and l = −4, and show guass 
point at the position of l = 1 in 3 × 3 OV array and l = 4 in 5 × 5 OV array, respectively. 
Figures 4(c)-4(d) show the multi-OAMs detection with different topological charges in 
incident beam. 

 

Fig. 4. OAM’s detection by meta-reflectarray at 1550nm. (a)-(b) are single OAM detection 
with l = −1 and l = −4, respectively. Detectable Guass point is indicated out with write circle. 
(c)-(d) are multi-OAMs detection for topological charges l = ± 1 and l = ± 2, respectively. 

5. Conclusion 

In summary, we theoretically demonstrated a novel method of generation and detection of 
multi-channel OAM by a micrometer-scale dielectric meta-reflectarray. Different from 
traditional methods of OAM’s generation and detection, our designed meta-reflectarray has 
the superiorities of miniaturized size, broadband working wavelength, high diffraction 
efficiency, and generation and detection for multiplex OAMs. Further, by adding a gradient 
phase, we realize separation of orthogonal polarization through tilt reflection angle from 0 to 
45 degree in cross-polarization. For these fascinating characteristics, this method has great 
potenal applications in photonic integrated devices and systems to realize high-capacity and 
multi-channel OAM communication. As final remarks, besides the meta-reflectarray based on 
silicon bars studied here, other metasurfaces can also be considered, for example the 
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metasurface based on gold-bars with circular polarized light can reach 80% diffraction 
efficiency [31], and the structure parameters of meta-reflectarray can be further optimized for 
other wavelengths and reflection angles. 
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